1778th Meeting - 21 June 1974

1. President Moulaye El Hassen (Mauritania, npl.) speaking (sound: English simultaneous translation).


4. Laurence McIntyre (Australia, npl.) speaking.

5. Vasily Safronchuk (USSR, npl.) speaking (sound: English simultaneous translation).

6. Louis de Guiringaud (France, npl.) speaking in French.
030-44 (Card 2)

7 ms Chuang Yen (China, npl.) speaking in Chinese. 310 40
8 Picture and sound interruption. 315 5

1779th Meeting - 16 July 1974

9 ev UNSG Kurt Waldheim speaking. 863 548

10 ms Zenon Rossides (Cyprus, npl.) speaking. 1133 270
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